Virtual Production

Anna Valley’s
multi-purpose
virtual production studios
give broadcasters,
creative agencies
and storytellers
the ability to create
digital environments that
can either replicate reality
or defy logic,
so you never have to miss
another sunset shot
or settle for a
less-than-impressive
event setting.

Our virtual production studio combines high-resolution LED video walls with infrared camera tracking technology and
powerful media servers to create a versatile environment that provides creative freedom and absolute control,
regardless of what type of virtual production you’re creating.

LED backdrop
The LED background provides a real point of
reference for your cast, tracks with camera
movements, provides realistic lighting effects
and can be scaled infinitely with extended
reality. Your LED backdrop can be entirely
customised to suit your location and concepts built to almost any size, shape and resolutiondepending on your creative concept and
budget. From a simple backdrop to a full
360-degree environment, with Anna Valley’s
massive inventory of single batch LED, we can
accommodate almost any request.

Camera tracking
We use sophisticated camera tracking
technology to dynamically map the position
of each camera in relation to the cast and
backdrop – essential data used by the media
servers to ensure that they all respond
realistically to camera movements.
Whether you’re using one camera for a live
stream presentation or need a multicam
setup for film production, we can provide and
integrate your preferred kit into our virtual
production setup.

Media servers
Powerful media servers are an essential part
of any virtual production studio. The servers,
and the software that runs on them, are
the brains of the operation and bring all the
different visual components – from live graphic
and video elements on the LED backdrop
to the tracked camera feeds and virtual
elements – together to create a synchronised
and authentic environment. We’ve tested
and selected the leading products available
from the broadcast and live event industries
to ensure a versatile, powerful and failsafe
solution.

Event
capabilities
With high-res LED backdrops and flooring, broadcaststandard production quality and a range of interactive elements,
the virtual production studio is ideal for product launches,
conferences, training sessions and internal communications.
• Create an impressive and versatile digital backdrop to your event
• Adapt configurations to present keynotes, host panel discussions and
more
• Change backdrops at the click of a button
• Create vast sets in small spaces with extended reality
• Incorporate compelling visuals, with the option of stock graphics and 3D
elements
• Live transition between live camera and graphic feeds with our three camera
system and vision switching capability.
• Benefit from a fully-staffed solution complete with presenter support, a full sound
system and lighting rig.
• Stream to a platform of your choice including popular video sharing platforms such
as Zoom, YouTube and Facebook, with the option to stream to a branded landing page
using our streaming platform.
• Include remote presenters with broadcast quality feeds using our Quicklink hardware.
• Create password protected logins or registration gates for data capture.
• Incorporate live chat, moderated Q&A features and polling.

Film & video capabilities
Using LED in conjunction with tracked cameras and media servers
allows broadcasters, filmmakers and video producers to create
visually stunning environments without the restrictions of a
traditional green screen.
Choose your reality with solutions ranging from green screen
backgrounds to LED windows, entirely virtual settings and mixed,
augmented or extended realities.
• Replicate real world environments while maintaining total control over
lighting and location conditions
• Blur the distinction between the real and virtual worlds with extended
reality
• Create infinite sets so that you’re no longer limited by the size of the
environment or amount of LED that’s physically installed
• Produce realistic “windows” to another setting or location
• Allow talent to interact naturally with visuals on the LED backdrop
• Visualise complex scenes easily with real time LED in-camera vfx
• Reduce post-production costs
• Combine natural, artificial and virtual lighting to enhanced realism by
incorporating shadows and reflections.
• Change backdrops easily so that one location can provide the setting
for multiple scenes.
• Cut costs for travel to remote locations and reduce the waste
associated with physical set builds

Locations
For events or productions that don’t require a completely
customised solution, we have a range of virtual production
studios available to book at leading event venues.
These studios are pre-built, configured and ready to use
and, because they’ve been installed in event venues,
they come complete with all the benefits of a professional
event location – including the space to host socially
distanced audiences.
Bespoke solutions that provide absolute creative freedom
can be built at a location of your choice or at Anna Valley’s
42 000 square foot facility in West London which includes
a fully functional and socially distant gallery as well as
additional capacity for extended reality and chroma key sets.

Why Anna Valley
With roots in the supply of cameras and digital displays to the
broadcast sector, Anna Valley is now a trusted provider of advice
and technology solutions to the events, entertainment and
corporate markets.
We are your team of audio-visual experts, dedicated to pushing
the boundaries of technical innovation and supported by a vast
inventory of the latest equipment.
Creativity & collaboration are part of our culture and production
teams and event agencies trust us to provide new ways to
engage and inspire their audiences, all over the world.
With our technical inventory, technology partnerships and
reputation for delivering spectacular shows across different
sectors, Anna Valley is the perfect choice for your virtual
production.

“

Anna Valley was the natural
choice to help us deliver our
mixed reality concept.
ITV Sport
We couldn’t do what we
do without the incredible
foundation you have built.
Here’s to many more virtual
events and a long partnership.
Collaborate Global Ltd.
This solution may have been
born out of necessity, but it’s
delivered way beyond our
expectations. Working with
Anna Valley was an amazing
experience.
Black Skull Creative

”

